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VANCOUVER, CANADA—September 17, 2018
Audio version of “The Way of the Quiet Warrior®
released. 105+ Five-Star Reviews since July 4, 2017
release.
http://bit.ly/2x3kEqb

The award winning book “The Way of the Quiet Warrior” is now available in audio format!
“The Way of the Quiet Warrior™: 90-Days to the Life You Desire is a unique hybrid of guide and fable. Mingling clear, non-fiction
explanations of Tom Dutta’s revolutionary Way of the Quiet Warrior formula for success with fictional tales designed to illustrate
those concepts, this audiobook is designed to be highly engaging and easy to listen to.
With more than three decades of experience in the corporate world, Tom Dutta is perfectly positioned to identify and address
the unmet needs and unresolved issues of CEOs, leaders, and executives the world over.” ~ Publisher’s Summary
“I was flattered when Tom reached out to me to narrate his book“The Way of the Quiet Warrior”. My first glance at the bookshowed
me that it was indeed a special kind of book. Not only has Tom tapped in to a unique formula to finding ones’ true success, but
he does it in a way that is so easy to digest and personal! His story was not a “get better fast” type of story and there was no silver
bullet, but his account of his journey gives you an awareness that there is something truly life altering right under all of our noses.
Tom is a genuine inspiration! I have a great job and I have narrated a lot of great books, but his one is going to go down as one of
my favorites. A favorite, not only because it was well written (and that makes my job easier), but because I feel like I came out the
other side of it with an insight on how I can live my life better.” ~ Chris Abel, Voice Actor
“As the Audiobook Producer/Publisher for Tom Dutta’s, “The Way of the Quiet Warrior”, I can say the project offered some incredibly rich opportunities for a narrator-voice-over talent. Tom’s manuscript provides a rare, honest, deep visceral insight into how
our experiences, pain, and theresulting subconscious thoughts, beliefs and emotional conditioning can shape the way we show
up everywhere in our lives. Chris Abell’s performance of Tom’s own account of his experience and his insightful prescriptions for
designing success is nothing short of masterful. Chris captured all the colors, emotions and nuances, delivering a totally engaging
recording that brings Tom’s writing to life - right off the pages. We are so fortunate to have found Chris to narrate - I can’t imagine
this audiobook project without him.” ~ David Wolf, Audiobook Publisher, Morgan James Publishing
About Morgan James Publishing
Morgan James publishes trade quality titles designed to educate, encourage, inspire, or entertain readers with current, consistent,
relevant topics that are available everywhere books are sold. www.MorganJamesPublishing.com
About Tom’s Body of Work (Leadership Development Business, Business Book, and Radio Show) :
Visit www.kreat.ca to learn more about Tom’s Best Selling Business Book based on his childhood story, The Quiet Warrior Radio
Show, and his Leadership Development Company KRE-AT
• Audio Version of “The Way Of The Quiet Warrior” now on Audible.com http://bit.ly/2x3kEqb
• 2018 Courage to Come Back Award Nomination Finalist
• TV: William Shatner’s Moving America Forward Award http://prlog.org/12676505<http://www.prlog.org/12676505>
• Business Book https://kreat.ca/book/
• Amazon Author Page http://amazon.com/author/tomdutta
• RADIO: The Quiet Warrior Show http://thequietwarriorshow.libsyn.com/

90-Days to the life you desire

